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Custom Apparel Built With A Passion For Cycling

Zaavyapparel.com 

408-688-9740 sales@zaavy.com



Feels Great 
Designed, built and tested for all levels of 
cycling from the Saturday ride to all day in the 
mountains

Great Looking
Bold colors and high resolution digital imaging 
make you look as good as you feel

Well Made: 
We sweat the details and use the best technical 
materials available 

Proven:
Ridden with smiles by pro racers, extreme 
distance and Saturday coffee shop riders

Great Custom Apparel
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…That’s Easy to Acquire, Fast

No headache order management

With Zaavy, you don’t need an 
apparel manager. 

• Dedicated team Stores, password 
protected

• Individual members order and pay 
on-line

• Direct ship to members

• Initial order ships in three weeks, 
repeat orders in two

• Orders accepted year round 
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Products for All Cyclists

Cycling Clubs 
Race Teams
Corporate Groups
Your Saturday Ride 
Events
Triathletes
Tandem Couples
The Team of One
Bike Shop House Kits

Products designed to meet differing price 
and performance needs. They range 
from the basic jersey and shorts to full 
year-round cycling wear.

Custom means we put your art on our 
proven apparel patterns. You’ll look as 
good as you feel – and that’s great!
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Our Keys To A Well Designed Jersey

We use fabrics and materials from around the world carefully selected based on their 
performance. Many fabrics may appear to be the same. The composition and fabrication 
technology result in different levels of performance. Our selection criteria:

1. Wicking: your sweat is the key to your cooling system. Our fabrics pull the moisture to the 
surface of the jersey to ensure maximum cooling. Spun filament fabrics work best.

2. Stretch: a jersey must be able to stretch without binding or grabbing. It also has to hold it’s 
shape after many uses and hold a straight seam. No one wants a jersey that ends up sagging 
badly or a seam looking like it’s a series of switch backs. 

3. Softness and Breathability: No rough and clammy jerseys here. We see lots of low price 
competitor jerseys that feel only slightly better than the of burlap.

4. Elastic and Zippers: We use YKK zippers and proven elastic trim that stand up to repeated 
aggressive use. Durability matters.

5. Print Image Color and Compatibility: Looks are important. All of Zaavy’s fabrics provide great 
color and digital resolution. We all feel better when we look better. 
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Men’s

Designed for the 

casual rider. Perfect 

for, Events, Charity 

Rides and Corporate 

groups. Durable 

filament fabrics. A relaxed fit that 

maximizes 

comfort and 

moisture wicking 

using spun 

fabrics. Snug fitting to optimize 

aerodynamics and 

cooling. The fast 

wicking spun polyester 

ensures you’ll be cool 

and comfortable on long 

rides in hot weather.

The same great race fit with 

lightweight mesh sides, 

underarms and front to stay 

even cooler on hot days.

Women’s

Products That Meet Your Fit and Performance Needs

Event

Club

Race

Summer Race

Event

Race

Summer Race

Club

Women’s specific designs in

all levels of jerseys
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NEW: 2016 Summer Aero Jersey
The ultimate summer jersey to stay cool 
and dry on those hot days in the saddle. As 
with our other Race Jersey, it offers an 
amazingly comfortable skin tight fit. 

With the fabric sealed to the skin, moisture rapidly 
transfers to the fabric face for quicker drying. It’s the 
drying action that actually provides the cooling. 

But there’s more. We’ve engineered this jersey with three 
fabrics to boost cooling. We use Small-Hole Mesh on the 
Front, Side Panels and Sleeve Underarms bringing drying 
air to skin. This fabric is light weight yet durable, dries 
quickly, and holds the high resolution digital graphics 
Zaavy is known for. 

We use our traditional race jersey fabric on the back. This 
tighter weave soft spun polyester provides greater SPF 
protection where you’re most exposed and holds its shape 
when you overload those pockets on long rides.
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Cycling Comfort Starts With A Comfy Bottom

No piece of cycling apparel is more important than the bottoms. Shorts and bibs take the 

greatest load and can dish out the greatest discomfort if improperly designed, constructed or 

sized. Because cycling is our passion, we only produce top-of-the line bottoms. Here’s how 

we do it: 

1. Proven Pattern Designs: Our one-piece U-panel design eliminates unnecessary seams 

for a better looking and feeling wrap-around fit. This smoothing affect also means that the 

appearance of bulges are minimized. (Less reason to ask, “does this make my butt look 

big?” 

2. We Hold Fast With 4-way Stretch Fabric: We use only high quality elastane (spandex). 

This means you get a consistent and durable compressive fit that will not chafe. And, it 

ensures that the pad is held securely in place. You’ll be as comfortable on your 30th ride 

as you do on your 1st.

3. We Offer Only BETTER and BEST Pads: A mediocre pad can ruin your cycling fun so

we only offer pads that we are willing to wear on our own long rides.

4. Compressive Leg Grippers: Don’t be fooled by fabrics simply coated with silicon. Our 

grippers actually offer compression and stability where it matters – close to the knee. 

Wear them once and you’ll be spoiled by the comfort. Elastic: PVC and silicon look alike 

out of the bag. However, PVC breaks down can irritate the skin. We use hypoallergenic 

silicon for our elastic grippers.   
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Bibs For Men and Women
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• Designed and Constructed for All Day Riding

• Unique U Panel design for best fit, comfort and graphic 
treatment.

• Men’s and Women’s Elastic Interface 6+hour pad options

• Wicking Polyester, Nylon and Elastane Second Skin Body 
Conformance Bind-Free Mesh Bib-Straps

• Choice of Silicone or Compression Powerband Grippers
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Shorts For Men and Women
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• Designed and constructed for all day riding

• Men’s and Women’s Elastic Interface 6+hour pad 
options

• Wicking Polyester, Nylon and Elastane second skin 
like body conformance

• Yoga band and elastic waist options

• Available in short and long leg versions



The Comp HP Men is the evolution of the Elastic Interface Multi-D Comp, one of our most 
successful cycling pads. The new version features premolded wings and an integrated top for 
a smooth, seamless look. While the overall dimensions are almost the same, the ultra high 
density foam inserts have been enlarged in order to deliver a greater degree of comfort 
during longer rides while in the road bike position. While keeping the minimalist, flat design 
of the original pad, the central channel has been slightly modified to provide more relief 
along the perineal area. A reduced usage of the back liner makes the pad even more 
lightweight and breathable, allowing greater freedom of movement. 

The Endurance 2 X-Tract Men pad is a further evolution of the Elastic Interface Endurance 
Men chamois. Endurance 2 X-Tract Men has centrally sewn inserts and is made with a 
generation of high density foams. Its special shape offers the absolute best protection and fit 
differentiating it from the Endurance Men. The X-Tract fabric has a double layer structure 
which helps collect and expel moisture. The new perforated base layer provides increased 
breathability and quick dry. Endurance 2 X-Tract Men is best for long rides. 

Wide central 
channel with 
specially shaped 
foam inserts

E.I.T. X-Tract fabric for 
great breathability and 
quick dry. 

Super Air base layer 
for maximum 

ventilation.

Central channel in the 
perineal area and high density 
foams on both sides. 

Three dimensional shape. Varied thicknesses for best 
support in the different 
pressure points. 

Men’s Performance 
Distance Pad
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Men’s Performance 
Mid Range Pad



Veloce Men has an advanced design, larger central insert for better perineal coverage and softer wings 
throughout the inner leg area. This supple, light weight pad allows maximum freedom of movement and is 
ideal for touristic use or for racers that like lesser padding however still need protection in the main pressure 
points. Recommended for rides up to two hours. Also available in the “Plus” version where denser central 
foam grants a greater level of protection allowing for an extra hour of comfort (up to three hours).

This pad is the answer to the need for an innovative tri pad exclusively for long distance triathlon 
races and Ironman is the IRON PERFORMANCE Men. Maximum fi t and protection come together in 
a special tri pad with an additional high density perineal insert that alleviates the negative 
consequences coming from elevated pressure due to the typical position triathletes take on when 
sitting on the nose of the saddle. Pad dimensions and inserts are designed to best fi t male 
anatomy. Iron performance is recommended for athletes that need more protection than what is 
offered in standard tri pads. While the innovative perforated lamination delivers maximum 
breathability and quick dry, especially with the new COOLCUBE fabric, the high level of elasticity 
assures utmost freedom of movement when swimming and running. The particular thermo molded 
shaping, the anatomic wings and the visible perforation give this hi-tech insert an overall essential 
yet technological look.

Veloce Road Pads
Short – Medium Distance
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Tri Pad 
Iron Performance
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Endurance 3 is Elastsic Interface’s new 6 hour long distance stitched 
chamois. For 2016 it features the new “combination foam insert” provides 
differentiated density in key pressure zones (ischial and pelvic track) 
making this pad even better on long distance rides. At the same time it 
adheres softly to the athlete’s body. The originality of the design was 
obtained thanks to a special sewing technique developed in the Elite lab 
called “Risen effect”.  This method allows for the foam inserts to rise and 
stand out, almost as if  the pad were thermo molded, improving fit and 
saddle contact.

Women’s Performance Distance
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TM Forma is the best blend of comfort and support. With an 8mm thickness 
it provides a thinner profile than the women’s endurance 3 pad. 80 kg m3 
foam provides the great support for short and medium (up to 3 hours) 
distances. HT90 wings shape solution gives maximum comfort and a best 
anatomical fitting. Perforation on the front of the pad increases ventilation 
and drying.

Women’s Teosport TM Forma Pad 



The One Piece Road Suit - New for 2016T
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The Zaavy Road Suit that does it all. 

• Benefits of an aero one piece suit with the  
practicality of a road kit

• Tight and aerodynamic - flap free all day comfort

• Fully separating zipper - easy on, easy off and 
fully opens for those hot weather climbs

• Bio break friendly

• Built in storage - three back pockets to carry 
essentials. Keys, phone, spare kit, nutrition and 
warmers 

• Bottom based on Zaavy’s Pro Bibs

• Top incorporates race jersey fabric for comfort, 
UV protection and durability 

• Currently available in short sleeve 

• Cytech HP Comp Long Distance Pad

• Sizes XXS - XXL
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Aerodynamic Speed Suit

• Designed for one purpose – riding fast!

• Tight and aerodynamic, this is the suit  to wear when you 
want to maximize your speed

• Available in short and long sleeve versions

• Pad options include the Cytech HP Comp and Endurance 2 

• Optional lower back 10” Zipper pocket on lower back, still 
aero but enough space to carry gels, keys or a 6” cell 
phone

Criterium and Cyclocross Body Suit

• Durability makes this a great option when you want to 
maximize breakaway speed in road, crit or cross race 

• Flap free single piece aerodynamic, this is the suit  to wear 
when you want to maximize your speed

• Available in short and long sleeve versions

• Available with Cytech HP Comp and Endurance 2 pads

• Optional 10” Zipper pocket
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The Zaavy cool and cold weather line is designed with an understanding of the wide 
range of conditions a rider may face. Breathability, flexibility and utility are key for 
staying dry and warm while releasing heat and moisture when you climb or as the 
weather warms. And all our apparel is built flap-free for the best on-bike performance.

We offer cool and winter weight vests and jackets as well as arm, knee and leg 
warmers, under helmet caps and over shoe booties. The lighter weight garments are 
easily stuff-able into a jersey pocket for spring and fall riding. Shoe and head covers 
complete our head to toe coverage options.

Jackets and vests are made of high-stretch 2 layer or 3 layer polyester/eurathane
breathable fabrics that are wind and water proof and stretch for tight flap free 
performance. And, because descents usually follow climbs, we use beefy two-way 
separating zippers with large pulls – easy to grab even while wearing gloves.

Warm, Dry, Adaptable
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Wind Vest

• Constructed from a high- stretch 3 layer 
polyester /polyurethane breathable wind 
and water proof fabric.

• Flap free riding performance

• Comfort range from 40 to 65F

• 3 rear pockets.

• Easily stuff-able into base jersey.

• Full, two-way separating zipper with a 
silicone gripper along the bottom

Long Sleeve Spring/Fall 
Thermal Jersey

• Fall weight  polyester fabric that 
offers good thermal protection as a 
stand alone next to skin jersey. 

• Brush back finish against the skin.

• Full 2-Way separating heavy duty 
zipper.

• 3 Rear Pockets

• As a single layer, works comfortable 
in 50-65F riding. With a wind vest, to 
45-60F.

• With a base layer + wind jacket its 
comfortable down to the mid 30s F.

Flap Free Tops and Vests for Cool and Wet Weather

Wind Jacket

• Made from same breathable wind and 
water resistant stretch fabric used in 
our wind vest and shoe covers.

• Keeps you dry and warm in wet 
conditions and is designed to be worn 
over base layers and jerseys

• 10” Zippered rear pocket

• Full, two-way separating zipper with a 
silicone gripper along the bottom.
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Thermal Vest 

• This vest is designed to keep your core 
warm.

• Constructed from high-stretch 3 layer 
polyester / polyurethane / brush back 
polyester breathable wind and water proof 
fabric.

• Flap free riding performance 10” Zippered 
rear pocket

• Full, two-way separating zipper with a 
silicone gripper along the bottom

Cold Weather Products

Thermal Jacket

• When its cold and you want to ride, this is your top 
layer. It’s a breathable three layer technical fabric 
that’s also water resistant. Made from same the 
external and center layers as our wind vests, it 
incorporates a brush back internal for warmth in cold 
weather. 

• It can be worn as a stand alone garment or worn over 
base layers and jerseys for additional cold weather 
protection

• 10” Zippered rear pocket

• Full, two-way separating zipper with an elastic base
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Arm Warmers

• Winter weight stretch 
polyester/elastane
for warmth and 
comfort.

• Silicone arm grippers 
at the top.

• Fully printable and fit 
a variety arm sizes 

and lengths.

Knee and Leg Warmers

• Winter weight stretch 
polyester/elastane for 
warmth and comfort.

• Available as leg and knee 
warmers. Leg warmers 
have a 6” zipper above the 
ankle

• Silicone leg grippers at the 
top.

• Fully printable and fit a 
variety leg sizes and 

lengths.

Skull Cap

• Warm and stretchy and fits 
comfortably under your 
bike helmet.

• Mid weight 
polyester/elastane fabric 
used in the arm leg and 
knee warmers, it will keep 
your head and ears warm.

• The side touching you hair 
and skin is soft brush-back 
polyester

• The entire cap is sewn with 
flat lock seams so you 
won’t feel a seam on your 

skin

Shoe Covers

• These stretch fit shoe 
covers feature a two-
layer stretch fabric that’s 
breathable, windproof 
and waterproof.

• Stretch makes for a flap-
free aerodynamic shoe 
cover Easy-on, easy- off 
while giving your feet 
protection from the 
elements. Recommended 
temperature ranges from 
40 - 70 degrees F

• Can be worn as a TT 

cover

Accessories
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Zaavy: More Smiles Per Mile!


